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A.HEIGHT ADJUSTABLE

A single button; adaptable to operators’ height.

B.PEN DRIVEN DISPLAY
21-inch Wacom PL2200 series.

27’

C.27’ FLAT SCREENS (x4)

High resolution (10240x1440px) and dimensions.

4x3 220V 16A electrical plugs, 4x2 Ethernet plugs.
2x2 embedded Motorola radio charging stations.

E.SLIDING MONITORS

Mounted on rails to fit several desktop configurations.
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D.ADDITIONAL PLUGS

UP

A. Height Adjustability

A. 27’ High resolution monitor

B. 6 Legs

B. Slide monitors

C. Customised console dimensions

C. Rotate monitors

Single Up & Down control button for different console heights.

DOWN

Six legs instead of eight for a better comfort switching from
one seat to another.

The console dimensions can be adjusted to fit the exact size
of your control room.

TIP
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SCREEN MANAGEMENT CONSOLE

In case of an overload, elevation system must be reset.
Maintain the console in low position for 3 seconds.
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Use of high resolution monitors for comfortable display of the
SCADA system. Embedded speakers & USB plugs.
Possibility to embed a CCTV flow.

27’

Monitors are mounted on rails to allow the operator to reorganise
the operational layout. Video cables are protected for extensive
usage. This solution is compatible with all VESA mounting devices.

Monitors are mounted on a 6-degree-of-freedom, allowing
rotation from Landscape to Portrait orientation. Useful to
display an alarm list or trend system.

TIP

You can add/remove/change monitors very easily.
Adding a monitor requires a wall-mount and
cable kit. This is a 30-minute task.
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CONSOLE DIMENSIONS ADJUSTABILITY

CONSOLE INTEGRATED CABLING

INTEGRATED CABLING CONSOLE
A. Extra embedded plugs

Additionnal power & ethernet connectors to plug a laptop
during maintenance work on the control system.

B. Additionnal Ethernet plugs

A separate LAN, on a different router provides Internet access
from portable devices without affecting the operation LAN
integrity.

C. Access doors

Fuse box
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Electrical inspections are possible through access doors
located in the legs or at the back of the console.
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A. Integrated radio chargers

A. Pen driven display

Adapted to your VHF/UHF radio model (Motorola GP380),
recharge your radio while stepping by the control room.

21-inch Wacom PL2200 series (1600x1200 px).
Specific to use of alarm monitoring solutions
such as RIVOPS.

B. Cable access/feeders

B. Easily tiltable
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Cable feeders are located on the top or at the bottom of each leg
for a clean integration of the console within the control room.

TIP
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PEN DRIVEN DISPLAY CONSOLE

The number of chargers and plugs per console is
adjustable according to your needs.

Tilt mechanism allows the operator to switch
between a flat surface to up to 30° angle.

Technical Specifications :
Current In : 230V
Max. Intensity : Elevation mechanisms (60A); Monitors and plugs (16A)
Separate fuses
Displays : 4xDell UltraSharp U2711 27” resolution 2560x1440px
Total resolution : 10240x1440 px
ISO-11064 Compliant
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CONSOLE RADIO CHARGERS

